THE FOOD Regulatory Compliance SUMMIT
The Preeminent Food Regulatory and Compliance Benchmarking Event for FDA and USDA Regulated Products
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Mary Lynn Bedell
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Jack A. Bobo, JD, MS
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Spotlight Address:

Connect with leaders of the food and beverage industry this October in Chicago and gain advanced regulatory
insights and practical compliance tools for complying with evolving FDA and USDA regulations as you hear from—
Mark Dopp
Senior Vice President Regulatory
Affairs & General Counsel
American Meat Institute

Wendy Webb Williams
Associate General Counsel
US Foods

Daniel Shaw
Vice President, Deputy General Counsel
H.J. Heinz Company

Roxanne Davis
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MOM Brands

Jim Pepin
Associate General Counsel
Nestlé HealthCare Nutrition, Inc.

Caroline Smith DeWaal
Food Safety Director
Center for Science in the
Public Interest

William P. Robison
Senior Lawyer
Cargill

Benefit from the following regulatory and compliance-focused benchmarking discussions specifically tailored
to address current business risks faced by food and beverage manufacturers, including:
• Top 5 food regulatory compliance challenges facing global food industry and beverage manufacturers
• Key risks presented by the globalization of the food supply chain and the impact of new FSMA requirements
on US food imports
• Practical tips for crafting marketing and advertising claims that meet FDA and FTC substantiation requirements
• How to respond to government notices, enforcement actions and requests for information
• Practical strategies for preventing common food recall pitfalls that can lead to high-exposure litigation
• How to prepare your staff now for the impact of recent regulatory changes on food inspections
Included in the conference registration fee, gain in-depth information on how to navigate the unique set of regulations for food
vs. meat and poultry products during the workshop sessions on:
• FDA Regulations for Food Products
• USDA regulations for Meat and Poultry Products
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Official Research Partner

FOUNDING SPONSOR
MEDIA Partner
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ABOUT MOMENTUM
HOW WE DIFFER

Momentum’s mission is to provide the finest quality programming, experience and community interaction
among event attendees. Our method is to orient the entire experience to the needs and requirements of our
attendees. It’s not our event that matters…it’s what you get out of it.

SIMPLE PRICING

We charge one price for access to all aspects of the event—
general session, workshops and master classes

NETWORKING LISTS

All attendees are provided with access to their fellow registered
delegates in advance of the conference. Start developing
relationships on your schedule.

MOMENTUM CONNECT

A                  powered online community designed to enhance the
networking experience associated with attending the Anti-Corruption
Congress.

MOMENTUM HOSTS

Our pleasant and professional hand-picked team of greeters and
problem solvers have been specially trained to facilitate the best
possible conference experience.

POST EVENT ACTIVATION WEBINARS

We offer up to three free post-event webinars to help maintain your
connection with fellow attendees and continue your learning months
after the conference concludes.

MATCH AND MEET

Services to help facilitate your introduction to the right people at
the event to make your conference time even more productive.

A GUARANTEE

We offer a money-back guarantee. If you attend this event and
are dissatisfied simply tell us and we willrefund your money in full.
This eliminates any risk for you and helps our team focus on always
providing an exceptional event experience.
“The Momentum team is a true partner interested in their client’s
success, in terms of sheer creativity as well as execution, they
are second to none.”
— Jeanne M. Hammerstrom, Chief Marketing and Recruiting Officer
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff LLP

Two brands, one unparalleled opportunity.

What happens when you combine the
industry’s leading provider of news,
information and research services for
the legal industry with one of the fastest
growing event brands built around
delivering the finest quality education,
networking opportunities and
customer experience?
You get a powerful, highly integrated research
and event solution catered to your specific
business development objectives delivered
by two organizations with unparalleled mass
market reach and capabilities.
Built to deliver the most customized and
powerful level of engagement on market,
custom research and events offer companies
an unparalleled thought leadership platform
and exclusive access to a highly targeted
audience based on your specific needs
and objectives.
By working together, ALM Legal Intelligence
and Momentum Event Group can provide
today’s high performing law firms with one
unified solution that delivers a targeted,
custom research product integrated with an
exclusively sponsored, market driven event
To learn more or start building your custom
research & event solution, please contact:
Ben Greenzweig
ben@momentumevents.co
646.504.8089

Ensure your global business is prepared to respond to new and evolving
regulatory requirements under FDA and USDA law. Learn what steps
your company or client should be taking now to ensure your regulatory
and compliance protocols are up to date and on par with current industry
standards for food and beverage products.

Navigating the constantly-evolving food and beverage regulatory landscape has become more challenging than ever
before. As FDA and USDA regulations place a greater emphasis on food safety protocols, quality assurance and corporate
accountability, new obstacles facing the global supply chain continue to arise. As such and in order to avoid exposure
to costly recall events and high profile litigation, companies must continuously audit the effectiveness of your corporate
compliance program and day-to-day operations to ensure proper internal controls and procedures are in place with
compliance with current FDA and USDA regulations.
Now is the time for in-house compliance officers, legal counsel and regulatory executives to re-group, revisit and
update internal compliance procedures and internal controls to ensure your company is best prepared should
the Government come knocking at your door.
Reserve your space now to be a part of the Food Regulatory Compliance Summit and take part in a comprehensive,
two-day examination of how to update current policies and protocols in order to remain compliant with new and
evolving FDA and USDA requirements. Specially designed to provide an advanced, highly-focused forum for in-house
counsel, compliance officers and regulatory affairs executives specifically within the food and beverage industry to
collaborate and network while hearing from senior members of the food regulatory bar.
Attendees will walk away from this event with proven best practices for ensuring your company or client’s compliance
program can withstand government scrutiny in the current evolving regulatory environment.
Engage with your in-house peers and take note as our expert faculty provides you with guidance on—
• Deciphering the FDA’s plan for implementing various regulations under FSMA as well as a timeline for proposed
and effective dates of key provisions
• Dissecting the organizational structure, jurisdiction and authority of key regulatory agencies – FDA, USDA, FTC,
CDC and other local/state health agencies
• Ensuring proper screening, trace back, HACCP and testing procedures are in place to minimize downstream
exposure to food contamination
• Exploring current FDA and FTC enforcement priorities in food labeling and strategies for uncovering common
red flags and what compliance measures your company can take to avoid them
• Food marketing claims – green, health, nutrition, benefit, function and performance: what you need to know
to make each claim and how to best use them in product advertising

Reserve your space now by visiting us online at

momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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Who you will meet at the Food Regulatory Compliance Summit
• Senior corporate counsel, compliance officers, regulatory and business executives within the food, beverage
and related services industry with responsibility:
• Legal Affairs

• Government Affairs

• Regulatory Affairs

• Compliance

• Food Safety

• Health, Safety and Sanitation

• Risk Management

• Quality Assurance

• Operations
• “Who’s Who” of the Food Regulatory Bar, including counsel from the nation’s top-ranked practices, practicing in:
• Food Law

• FDA Law and Regulation

• Agribusiness

• Consumer Products Regulation

• Food & Beverage Law

ABOUT THE VENUE
theWit • 201 N. State St. Chicago, IL 60601 • Phone: 312.467.0200
Inspired by the book “Wit,” a collection of hilarious and poignant quotes from the famous and infamous, theWit hotel
seeks to amuse, embrace and stir the souls of our guests. An homage to creativity and expression, theWit is aptly
located in Chicago’s theater district, a few blocks from Millennium Park, the Loop business area and Michigan Avenue
shopping.
From its fascinating design, stunning views, expressive culinary creations and ambient sounds to its stellar service,
advanced technology and plush furnishings, theWit is a four-diamond, multisensory hotel, truly meant to be
experienced. Perfect for both a business trip and a downtown escape, you will delight in the details at theWit Chicago–
A DoubleTree by Hilton.
A limited number of discounted rooms at the WIT Chicago are available for attendees to the event. Please call the
reservation line at 312.467.0200 and mention the Food Regulatory Compliance Summit in October to obtain the
special rate.

CLE Accreditation
Momentum has successfully applied for CLE accreditation. To this point and in our effort to ensure that the
accreditation process is smooth and that each attendee who applies for credit receives his/her certification promptly
after attending an event, Momentum works closely with each state in which CLE accreditation is sought. To this point,
it is our goal to process all CLE/CPD/CPE accreditation certificates within 4 weeks of attending a Momentum event.
For questions regarding the status of your CLE/CPD/CPE application or to obtain a copy of your certificate please
contact our CLE Coordinator at cle@momentumevents.co. You can also download our Uniform Certificate of Attendance
directly from our website by visiting: momentumevents.co/cle-accreditation
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AGENDA AT-A-GLANCE
Day 1—Thursday, October 3, 2013
8:00am

Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:30am

Workshops: Food and Law Primers (Select Session A or B)
Workshop A: A Comprehensive Overview of FDA Regulation of Food Products
Workshop B: A Comprehensive Overview of USDA Regulations of Meat and Poultry Products

10:00am

Coffee Break

10:30am

Co-Chairs’ Opening Remarks

10:45am

Addressing the Overlapping and Intersecting Authority of the FDA, USDA,
FTC and Other Key State and Federal Agencies

11:30pm

Ensuring Your Compliance Program Incorporates Key Food Safety Requirements under FDA
and USDA Regulation

12:30pm

Examining the Relationship between the Increasing Role of Social Media and Society’s
Perception of Food Related Risks

1:00pm

Networking Luncheon

2:15pm

Complying with Food and Beverage FOP and Product Labeling Requirements

3:00pm

Coffee Break

3:30pm

Practical Strategies for Complying with Key Claim Substantiation Requirements for Food
and Beverage Products under FDA and FTC Regulation

4:45pm

Open Q&A and Co-Chair’s Closing Remarks

5:00pm

Summit Adjourns to Day Two

Day 2—Friday, October 4, 2013
8:30am

Co-Chairs’ Remarks

8:45am

How to Survive a Food Inspection- Inside a Real-Life Scenario

10:00am

Best Practices for Avoiding Common Pitfalls That Can Lead to Downstream Litigation

11:00am

Coffee Break

11:30am

Addressing the Top 5 Food Regulatory Challenges Facing Global Corporate Operations

12:30pm

Networking Luncheon

1:45pm

Addressing Key Risks Presented by the Globalization of the Food Supply Chain
and the Impact of New FSMA Requirements on U.S. Food Imports

2:45pm

Practical Tips for Engaging With and Responding to Government Notices,
Enforcement Actions and Requests for Information  

3:30pm

Coffee Break

4:00pm

Roundtable Discussions
• Food and Beverage Marketing to Children Do’s and Don’ts
• Hot Topics in Dietary Supplement, Nutraceutical and Functional Food Regulation
• Overseeing a Legally-Compliant Social Media Campaign for Food and Beverage Products
• Addressing the Impact of Emerging Food Litigation Issues on Regulatory Compliance
Co-Chair’s Closing Remarks and Summit Concludes

5:15pm

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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WORKING GROUP SESSION
Thursday, October 3, 2013
8:00am

Registration &
Continental Breakfast

8:30am

Workshops: Food Law Primers

Workshops are included in the cost of registration. Please indicate
which session you plan on attending upon registration.

Workshop A

FDA Food Law Fundamentals: A Comprehensive Overview of FDA Regulation of Food Products
During this hands-on working group session, attendees will be provided with a comprehensive overview of the
regulatory scheme for food products, excluding meat and poultry (see Workshop B). Understand what the
applicable regulatory scheme is for a specific type of food product as you are engaged in a thorough discussion
of key regulations under FDA law. Hear firsthand from the Food and Drug Administration as they provide an
overview of key regulatory requirements and address specific questions from the audience regarding the
current status of food regulation and key updates under FSMA.
Attendees of this session will walk with a solid working knowledge of key FDA regulations for food products which
will ensure you can fully take part in the more advanced discussions that will be the hallmark of the main
conference. Take advantage of this opportunity to benchmark with your in-house peers while also hearing from
senior members of the food regulatory bar as you explore with the session leaders, the following FDA regulations:
• Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act
• Fair Packaging and Labeling Act
• Food Safety Modernization Act
Miriam J. Guggenheim
Partner
Covington & Burling LLP

Workshop B

USDA Food Law Fundamentals: A Comprehensive Overview of USDA Regulations of Meat
and Poultry Products
During this hands-on working group session, attendees will be provided with a comprehensive overview of the
regulatory scheme for meat and poultry products (for all other food products, see Workshop A). Understand what
the applicable regulatory scheme is for meat and poultry products as you are engaged in a thorough discussion
of key regulations under USDA law. Hear firsthand from the U.S. Department of Agriculture as they provide an
overview of key regulatory requirements and address specific questions from the audience regarding the current
status of food regulation and key updates to USDA law over the past year.
Attendees of this session will walk with a solid working knowledge of key USDA regulations for meat and poultry
products which will ensure you can fully take part in the more advanced discussions that will be the hallmark
of the main conference. Take advantage of this opportunity to benchmark with your in-house peers while also
hearing from senior members of the food regulatory bar as you explore with the session leaders, the following
USDA regulations:
• Egg Products Inspection Act
• Federal Meat Inspection Act
• Poultry Products Inspection Act
• Key updates to USDA regulation and guidance over the past year including new policies and protocols
to address—
• E.coli in raw beef products
• Facility “test and hold” procedures
• E.coli field inspection protocols
William P. Robison
Senior Lawyer
Cargill

Mark Dopp
Senior Vice President Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel
American Meat Institute

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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MAIN CONFERENCE AGENDA
10:00am		 Coffee Break
10:30am		 Summit Co-Chairs’ Opening Remarks
Mary Lynn Bedell
VP, Food & Regulatory Law
The Hillshire Brands Company

Kenneth Odza
Corporate Counsel, Food Safety
Kellogg

10:45am		 Panel Discussion

Addressing the Overlapping and Intersecting Authority of the FDA, USDA, FTC and 
Other Key State and Federal Agencies 
• Dissecting the organizational structure, jurisdiction and authority of key regulatory agencies–
FDA, USDA, FTC, CDC and other local/state health agencies
• Deciphering which agency is responsible for regulating various points/processes within the food chain–
• Imports   
• Product labeling   
• Marketing and advertising   
• Recalls and inspections  
• Ingredients
• Understanding how the regulatory process works at each agency – from rule-making to policy decisions
and enforcement
• Addressing recent regulatory developments at the FDA, USDA and FTC
James F. Neale
Partner
McGuire Woods LLP

Caroline Smith DeWaal
Food Safety Director
Center for Science in the Public Interest

11:30am		 Panel Discussion

Food Safety Compliance - How to Ensure Your Regulatory Compliance Program 
Incorporates Key Food Safety Requirements under Current and Evolving FDA
and USDA Regulations 

During this session be engaged in a practical discussion of how to develop a regulatory compliance program that
incorporates new and evolving requirements under FDA and USDA regulations. Take note as you are provided with
a comprehensive overview of new and revised regulatory requirements under the Food Safety Modernization Act.
Learn the FDA’s plan for implementing various regulations under FSMA as well as a timeline for proposed and
effective dates of key provisions. Key points to be discussed during this session will include:
• How to incorporate new requirements under Title I, II and III into your day-to-day internal protocols–
special considerations for produce manufacturers and food product and ingredient importers
• Tips for translating the food safety message through the food supply chain (from the inside out)
• Defining adulterants, allergans and pathogens and understanding how each are different
• Unique risks posed by each to your company’s global food supply chain
• How to ensure proper product screening and testing protocols are in place
• Recommendations for best practices in traceback and HACCP compliance
John T. Shapiro
Partner
Freeborn & Peters

12:30am		 Spotlight Address

Tweet-ification of Risk- Examining the Relationship between the Increasing Role of 
Social Media and Society’s Perception of Food Related Risks 

During this special spotlight take note as the U.S. Department of State explores the influence of social media
on consumer’s risk perception and the overall impact that digital campaigns have on the food industry as a whole.
Take advantage of this time to learn best practices for communicating with the market as well as effective
strategies for avoiding potential social media mishaps.
Jack A. Bobo, JD, MS
Senior Advisor for Biotechnology
Chief, Biotechnology & Textile Trade Division
U.S. Department of State

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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MAIN CONFERENCE AGENDA
1:00pm		

Networking Luncheon

2:15pm 		

Panel Discussion

Front-of-Pack and PRODUCT Labeling: Understanding the Applicable Regulatory
Requirements for YOUR Food & BEVERAGE PRODUCTS and How to Ensure Compliant 
PACKAGE LabelS
• Overview of applicable product labeling regulations requirements for food and beverage products–
understanding what can and cannot be listed on a product label
• Understanding how FDA and USDA regulate the information listed on product labels – deciphering where
jurisdiction intersects and diverges
• How to best align legal, marketing, compliance and regulatory departments to ensure a product is not
susceptible to regulatory enforcement for misbranding or misrepresentation
• Update on current FDA and FTC enforcement priorities in food labeling – dissecting common red flags
and what compliance measures your company can take to avoid them
Livia M. Kiser
Partner, Co-Chair, Health and Wellness Marketing Compliance Task Force
Loeb & Loeb LLP

3:00pm		

Coffee Break

3:30pm 		

Panel Discussion

Marketing and Claim Substantiation: How to Ensure Your Product Claims and 
Marketing Message Meet Key FDA and FTC Requirements While Still Effectively
Communicating with Your Market

• Overview of key food and beverage product marketing and advertising claims
• Nutrient and health     
• Structure/function    
• Mental performance and focus     
• Comparative               
• Calories/ingredients
• Disease
• Claim substantiation - understanding the applicable regulatory requirements and evidence required
for asserting each claim under FDA and FTC regulations
• Overview of recent case law developments impacting on food and beverage marketing and advertising claims
• Enforcement red flags in food and beverage marketing and advertising
Mary Lynn Bedell
VP, Food & Regulatory Law
The Hillshire Brands Company

Jim Pepin
Associate General Counsel
Nestlé HealthCare Nutrition, Inc.

4:45pm		

Open Q&A and Co-Chairs Closing Remarks

5:00pm		

Conference Adjourns to Day Two

Linda A. Goldstein
Partner, Chair
Advertising, Marketing & Media Division
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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MAIN CONFERENCE AGENDA (CONTINUED)
Friday, October 4, 2013
8:30am		Co-Chairs’ Remarks
8:45am		Mock Session

How to Survive a Food Inspection – An Examination of a Real-Life Scenario
During this mock session, be engaged in a real-life fact scenario that will explore the key regulatory and compliance
issues that arise during a facility inspection. Learn how new requirements and guidance under FDA and USDA
regulation are impacting facility inspections as well as what steps your company or client can take now to ensure
your staff is best prepared to interact with and respond to inspector inquires on-site and post-inspection.
Wendy Webb Williams
Associate General Counsel
US Foods

Fred Degnan
Partner
King & Spalding LLP

10:00am		 Case Study

Food Recalls – Practical Tips and Best Practices for Preventing Common Pitfalls 
and Minimizing Downstream Litigation Exposure
Based on lessons learned from recent, high-profile recalls within the food industry, this session has been specially
designed as a case study examination of how to beset oversee a recall – from start to finish. Take note as you are
provided with proven best practices for quickly and effectively implementing a recall in a fashion that will minimize
downstream exposure to litigation. Topics to be addressed during this session will include:
• How to best work with Government during a recall
• Product removal and recall notification – how to ensure
• Only affected products are removed from the market
• Affected companies within the product manufacturing, distribution and supply chain are properly notified
• Media relations and your public response – how to implement an effective internal and external crisis
communications strategy
• Corrective action post-recall – how to identify flaws in the product chain and work the Government to prevent
further incidents
Daniel Shaw
Vice President, Deputy General Counsel
H.J. Heinz Company

11:00am		

Jason R. Klinowski
Attorney
Freeborn & Peters

Coffee Break

11:30am		 Compliance Benchmarking Discussion

What Keeps You Up at Night? Addressing the Top 5 Food Regulatory Compliance 
Challenges Facing Global Corporate Operations in the Food Industry
During this session, take note as senior regulatory and compliance officers and legal counsel representing a diverse
cross section of the food industry discuss the top 5 compliance challenges facing global corporate operations in the
current regulatory and enforcement environment.
12:30pm

Networking Luncheon

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit
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MAIN CONFERENCE AGENDA (CONTINUED)
1:45pm		International Food Regulatory Discussion

Addressing Key Risks Presented by the Globalization of the Food Supply Chain and 
the Impact of New FSMA Requirements on US Food Imports 
•Overview of new and proposed requirements for food imports under FSMA
• Import certification requirements and documentation
• Understanding the impact of records maintenance requirements on food imports
• Facility registration and suspension
•Understanding how the FDA, USDA and other US regulatory agencies monitor and track imports
•Exploring the EU and challenges surrounding the European supply chain
• Addressing the testing and control system in the EU and the impact it may have on the US supply chain
• Dissecting the latest food legislation in the EU
• Lessons learned from the horse meat scandal
•Examining unique issues presented by food imports from key high risk jurisdictions including
Brazil, India and China
• Food safety and contamination
• Foreign supplier and manufacturer liability
Sarah Roller
Chair-Food & Drug Law Practice
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

Cesare Varallo
Attorney-Food, Life Science & Regulated Industry Specialist
Monari & Vinai (Italy)

2:45pm		Panel Discussion

Investigations, Inquiries, Alerts and Warning Letters - Practical Tips for Engaging
With and Responding to Government Notices, Enforcement and Requests for 
Information 
Drafting an appropriate response to a government inquiry is a task that cannot be taking lightly. In this age of social
media, the Reportable Foods Registry and publicly available information provided by Government alerts surrounding
recall events, it is of paramount importance that counsel take care to develop a response that cannot later be the
source of additional liability. During this insightful panel discussion hear firsthand from senior legal counsel with
firsthand experience in interacting with and communicating with the Government as they provide with a short list
of do’s and don’ts when responding to and interacting with the Government.
Roxanne Davis
Director of Food Quality and Safety
MOM Brands

3:30pm		

Coffee Break

4:00pm

Roundtable Discussions

Topic 1: Food Marketing to Children Do’s and Don’ts
Topic 2: Hot Topics in Dietary Supplement, Nutraceutical and Functional 
Food Regulation
Topic 3: Best Practices for Overseeing a Legally-ComplianT Social Media Campaign
for Food and Beverage Products
Topic 4: Addressing the Impact of Emerging Food Litigation Issues on Regulatory
Compliance
5:15pm		

Co-Chair’s Closing Remarks and Summit Concludes
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ADDITIONAL EVENT INFORMATION
Now, when you visit www.momentumevents.co on your iPhone,
Android, Blackberry or other smartphone you’ll receive specially
designed and displayed mobile content and navigation which
makes accessing your event on-the-go a breeze.
You can…
• Review the agenda for any event
• View the speaker profiles and connect
via LinkedIn or Momentum Connect
• Connect with fellow registered
attendees through Momentum
Connect Mobile EditionTM
• Send messages to fellow attendees
and speakers
• Arrange “at conference” meetings
and appointments with fellow
attendees prior to the event.
• Obtain a GPS enabled map and
directions to the event
• Contact the event hotel directly
• Register for an event
• Modify or cancel a registration
• View our latest videos and tweets
..and more.

ATTENDEE DISCOUNTS
We understand that there is just
too much information provided
at our events for just one person
to capture it all.
Even more importantly, as Momentum
remains conscious of the budget
challenges that most businesses
still face in today’s economy, we believe
that it doesn’t take 3 or more to be a
group—bring just one colleague along
with you to an event and you’ll both
receive a discount.
Bring one colleague (group of 2 in total)
Both receive 10% off registration.
Bring two colleagues (group of 3 in total)
All three receive 15% off registration.
Bring three colleagues or more
(group of 4 in total)
All four receive 25% off registration.

Visit us on your smartphone today and join the conversation.

Your Sponsorship Experience. Simplified.
Each Momentum sponsorship solution is specifically designed to provide an unparalleled thought
leadership platform that achieves your specific business development objectives while delivering the
greatest value and client service experience in the industry.
Our platforms provide every client with the opportunity to:
• Engage with the community before the event takes place
• Access the attendee list in advance in order to determine the best on-site strategy
• Receive generous discounts for your clients and key prospects
• Meet with thought leaders and key industry representatives
• Have the opportunity to pre-arrange meetings with select attendees during the event
• Receive well-positioned, high exposure onsite branding.
Momentum is proud to offer a suite of industry leading solutions that are simple to understand,
tailored to your specific needs, inclusive of all the benefits we believe should be standard, and forged
with just one goal in mind—exceeding your expectations. Developed through decades of research
and experience with organizations just like yours, we are committed to achieving your business
development objectives and forging long-term relationships with each and every one of our clients.
For additional information please contact:
Ben Greenzweig, Co-CEO
ben@MomentumEvents.co
646.504.8089
To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Register online at www.momentumevents.co/foodsummit, email
info@momentumevents.co or call 646.807.8555.
Group Bookings
Group discounts are available for 2 or more attendees. Register 2 or more attendees and receive a 10% discount on all bookings.
Register 3 or more attendees for bigger savings. This discount may not be combined with any other offer. All attendees must be employed
by the same organization and must register together in one transaction. One invoice will be issued to the group lead.
ATTENDEE FEE INCLUDES CONFERENCE AND ALL WORKSHOPS, MOMENTUM CONNECT AND POST-EVENT WEBINARS (All Prices USD)

Register before 8/14/13
CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP

Register before 9/12/13
CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP

Register on or after 9/12/13
CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP

$1595

$1695

$1895

Terms and Conditions
• Registration fees may not be shared among people from the same firm or company.
• Payment must be received in full by the conference date.
• Any early registration or other discounts cannot be combined and must be applied at the time of registration.
• Group discounts are available to individuals employed by the same organization.
If you are unable to attend the conference, you may designate a substitute. Substitution, cancellation and refund requests must be
made via e-mail to info@momentumevents.co in accordance with the information found online at:
http://momentumevents.co/attendee-information. There are no refunds for no-shows. All requests for refunds or changes to your hotel
room reservation must be made directly with the The Wit Chicago.
Photos and Video
Event registration implies your consent that any pictures and/or video obtained during the event may be used for future
promotional purposes. Momentum is able to use your likeness without remuneration.

BOOKING FORM
For faster and more accurate service, please register online at www.momentumevents.co/foodsummit
Online registrants may pay by credit card, wire transfer, check or request an invoice.
You may also use this form and mail it with payment to: Momentum EVENT GROUP 150 West 95th Street, Suite 3B, New York, NY, 10025
o yes, Please register the following attendees for The fOOD Regulatory Compliance SUMMIT
Contact Details
Name___________________________________________________________ Position______________________________________________
Approving Manager________________________________________________ Position______________________________________________
Organization__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City____________________________________ State____________________ ZIP Code________ Phone________________________________ 		
Fax_____________________________________ E-mail___________________ Type of Business______________________________________
please charge my: o VISA  o MasterCard  o AMEX   o Discover   o Please invoice me
Card Number_____________________________________________________________________________
Exp. Date________________Signature________________________________________________________
F O R C R ED I T CA R D AU T H O RIZ AT I O N

o I HAVE ENCLOSED MY CHECK FOR $_________MADE PAYABLE TO MOMENTUM EVENT GROUP.     
o ACH PAYMENT

Please quote the name of the attendee(s) and the EVENT code 117W13-CHI as a reference.
Bank Name: Bank of America Address: 800 Avenue of the Americas Account: Momentum Event Group Account Number: 483044541304
US Domestic Routing Number: 026009593 (International SWIFT Code: BOFAUS3N) Business Tax ID number: 45-5430064
W9: If you require a W9, please download it directly from www.momentumevents.co/w9

To register visit us online at momentumevents.co/foodsummit

